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Bio 

Philippe Beauregard has been a lawyer since 1998 and worked in commercial litigation and advising 
businesses and investors until 2005, when he became a partner at Brunswick Avocats, with 
responsibility for developing the firm’s corporate and private equity department. He is registered with 
the Paris Bar. 
 
Philippe co-founded Altaïr Avocats on 1 January 2019. 
 
He works in all areas of private equity and LBOs for both business owners and investors, joint ventures 
and mergers and acquisitions in numerous areas of activity.  

Languages 

 French 
 English 

Areas of expertise 

 Corporate 
 Mergers and acquisitions 
 Joint venture 
 Capital investissement 
 LBO 
 Management packages 
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Deals, Publications et Seminars : 

 Advice to the Médiaperformances Group on setting up a ShopAdvizor joint venture with the 
Spanish group BVS, to make it a French leader in shopper marketing. 

 Advice to Mascara Renewable Water and its founders on raising funding of €2.2M from Go 
Capital, FAMAE Challenge, Gaia Impact Fund and WiSEED. 

 Advice to Pili on raising funding of €3.6M from Elaia (through its PSL Innovation Fund), SOSV 
and business angels. 

 Advice to Paris Fonds Vert on its €10M investment in IES Synergy. 
 Advice to the funds AQUITI, IRDI and FaDiese on their investment in the company 

MeshroomVR. 
 Advice to Pierre Adrien Thollet and Zoomalia on their OBO with backing from the fund 

VATEL CAPITAL.  
 Advice to Sofiouest and Citizen Capital on their €5.5M investment in CleverConnect 

(Meteojob, Visiotalent, HRmatch). 
 Advice to Omnes Capital, Sofiouest and Arkéa Capital on an investment in INBOX. 
 Advice to the SYSTANCIA group and its management team on their OBO with BNPPDEV, 

SOCIÉTÉ GÉNÉRALE, LCL and CAISSE D'ÉPARGNE. 
 Advice to the Spengler group on its merger with Holtex, to make it one of the leading French 

companies in the distribution/manufacture of medical equipment. 

 


